TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS # 623

WHO: O. C. SEC. 1/4 COR. 19120-3S R 10 W WM.

HISTORICAL
Book 10 Page 58
4 16
GLO 45
Map F-40-58

CONDITION
RESERVED
ALL LISTED IN BOOK 10 PAGE 58 ARE GONE.
ALL LISTED IN BOOK 4 PAGE 16 ARE GONE.
B.T.'S LISTED ON MAP F-40-58 ARE GONE.
ALL GLO B.T.'S ARE GONE.

RAN LINE FROM SECTION CORNER 17-18-19-20 TO THE
SECTION CORNER 19-20-29-30. USING DATA FOUND
ON MAP F-40-58 I COMPUTED A POSITION FOR 1/4
CORNER AND FOUND A 3/4" IRON AXLE WITHIN A FEW
TENTHS OF COMPUTED POSITION (+ 0.20 SOUTH OF COMPUTED).

REWitness

1 SET 2" IRON PIPE WITH 3" BRASS CAP IN 10" TIE AND CONCRETE IN
PLACE OF FOUND IRON AXLE

1/4 19120
RS 287
1972

NEW ACCESSORY:
BE1-128 Power Pole NOS'E 23'2"
Service Power Pole N81°E 96'4"
32" Spruce S07°E 36'0"

COMMENTS: CORNER IS IN A SMALL LANE WHICH
PROCEEDS EAST FROM GALLOWAY ROAD. CORNER IS LOCATED
IN THE NORTH TRACK IN A NORTH-SOUTH FENCE LINE. BILL
MYERS KNEW OF THIS AXLE AS BEING THE CORNER TO SECTIONS 19-20.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: Roger Knipple, AI. E. DUNCAN
Geo. A. ARTHUR Geo. W. URREY

DATE: July 1972 PHOTO#: SEC

* = COUNTY CORNER TAG AFFIXED.